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Product Families

SH110 SH120 SH130 SH140



Product Families

SH150 SH160 SH210SH170



From a simple trolley with a tablet PC mount through to a powered, medicine dis-
pensing station with lockable drawers and dual screen mount, Sumo Healthcare’s 
range of mounting platforms are designed to address the complex requirements of 
today’s healthcare environment.

Our carts are designed to be:
• Useable: straightforward operating mechanisms require the minimal amount of 

training and familiarisation;
• Infection free: with standard cleaning processes and optional anti-microbial 

coatings, our carts provide exceptional infection control performance;
• Serviceable: the simple and elegant design, together with the modular design 

results in a cart that is easy to assemble and easy to maintain;
• Modular: so, they can be configured to the specific needs of your healthcare 

scenario ultimately resulting in a lower cost to the end user;
• Future Proofed: the componentised architecture of our carts allows modifica-

tions and updates to be easily applied, new features can be added, or a cart can 
be reconfigured, prolonging the life of the cart and protecting your investment;

• A Solution Component: with the addition of a PC, medical device, and software 
application, our carts become part of a total healthcare solution (see Sumo 
Healthcare Solutions brochure);

• Customisable: From an entire cart, to components, colours, or logo’s, we can 
provide the exact cart you want.

Sumo Medical Carts



SH110 Lightweight Cart
FEATURES
- Loads of up to 10 kg
- Mounting options for displays, patient equipment and tablets
- Height adjustment option
- Compact footprint
- Rugged aluminium construction



SH120 Lightweight Cart
FEATURES
- Loads of up to 18 kg
- Industry standard equipment fittings
- Range of small to large bases
- Aluminium construction
- Easy to assemble



SH130H Heavy Duty Equipment Stand FEATURES
- Mounting plates designed to your requirement
- Tested as a system for compliance
- Fast and easy to assemble
- Loads of up to 37 kg



SH130S Lightweight Equipment Stand FEATURES
- Simple lightweight design 
- Quick release mount with adapter plate
- Weighs only 20kg
- Easy to maneouver and store



SH140 Lightweight with Sit and Stand 
adjustment

FEATURES
- Sit & Stand adjustment
- Smooth easy-clean surfaces
- Available with laptop, tablet, or VESA mounts
- Supplied fully assembled



SH150 Lightweight with Sit and Stand 
adjustment

FEATURES
- Sit & Stand adjustment
- Smooth easy-clean surfaces
- Available with laptop, tablet, or VESA mounts
- Supplied fully assembled



SH160 Lightweight with Sit and Stand  
adjustment

FEATURES
- Sit & Stand adjustment
- Smooth easy-clean surfaces
- Multiple drawer configurations
- AC power-pack option



SH170 Heavyweight Equipment Cart 
with Sit and Stand adjustment

FEATURES
- Sit & Stand adjustment
- Smooth easy-clean surfaces
- Available with laptop, tablet, or VESA mounts
- Optional keyboard and mouse tray
- Supplied fully assembled



SH200 Powered Cart FEATURES
- High capacity battery plus UPS function
- Fingertip electric height adjusment
- Hidden cables to aid hygiene
- Supplied fully assembled



Customisation
We also design and manufacture custom carts from scratch or add custom fea-
tures to existing carts to accomodate, for example, oxygen bottles and medical 
devices.

3D concept
We provide 3D realization of your ideas to get a view of the concept. The func-
tionality, usability, modularity of our products can be tested via the prototype 
designed already upon your needs.

Production
After the testing phase ruled by the standards and quality expectations produc-
tion starts. With your budget constraint and constant target, our strong produc-
tion capacities grant you best in class and regular supplying.



Cart Personalisation
Looking for something unique? Sumo Healthcare provide a range of cus-
tomisation options for you cart including colours, pictures and logo’s. 

Colours
Our products are manufactured using Setasand® acrylic sheets available 
in 16 different colours an feature the following characteristics:
• High resistance to scratches
• No visible fingerprints on the surface 
• Reduced attraction of dust
• 8 to 10 times higher resistance to impact than glass
• high resistance to external agents and UV rays 

Pictures & Logo’s
the nature of the material used enables us to 
incorporate a logo etched onto any flat surface 
of your cart, whether it is from our standard 
range, or a custom design.
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